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- some had great
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**DISEMPowerment**

**BIG IDEA**
- People believe they have little control over their lives
  - not able to make choices
  - think rules are unfair
  - power

**HISTORY**
- Human rights have changed over history
  - Before - no land, no voting, no good jobs
  - Now - better but not perfect.

**Children**
- Easily disempowered → can’t speak up for themselves → adults have control

Then
- 1990... kids have the right to:
  1. a welcoming home
  2. the right to play
  3. the right to get an education

**HOME CHILDREN**
- From Great Britain, 100,000, no family, ages 7-15 yrs
- Came to Canada in 1930ish
- Work on farms

What really happened...
- Some had great experiences
- Most not treated well.